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ABSTRACT
A theoretical procedure is presented for analyzing the
negative moment region of continuous composite steel-concrete bridge
beams which have no shear connectors between the steel beam and slab
for a certain length over the internal supports as permitted by
AASHO. The slab in the region without .conne~tors is des ignated the
free slab. The theoretical results are corr~lated with the results
of an experimental investigation consisting of two full-size two-
span continuous composite Tee beams and six full-size simple-span
composite Tee beams subjected to loads producing negative bending
moments (slab in tension).
It was found that the magnitude of the free slab tension
force in the negative moment region is greater than predicted using
the steel reinforcement alone (assuming the free slab is fUlly
cracked) when connectors are omitted from the free slab length.
This is because the concrete in the free slab participates sigri~fi­
cantly in the vicinity of the design loads in resisting the negative
moments.
A rational means of estimating the stress range f r in the
free slab reinforcement was developed which can 'be used in lieu 'of
the more simplified approach of assuming f ._= 10 ksi as now required
r
by AASHO. Examples of the calculation of stress range are carried
out for two typical bridge beams. As a result 'the number of anchor~
age shear connectors at the dead load inflection points can be accu-
rate1y determined. The results indicate that a reduction from the
number required based on using f = 10 ksi ..,is possible 'for many
r
bridges.
1.
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This investigation enables a rational determination of the
optimum length of free slab and the optimum amount of longitudinal
reinforcement in the free slab, on the basis of crack control in the
slab, fatigue behavior of the steel beam section, shear connectors
and longitudinal reinforcement, as well as on the basis of the
strength and stiffness of the continuous bridge beam under the de-
sign loads. Therefore continuous composite bridge beams designed
in accordance with the results of this investigation will exhibit
superior overall behavior to those designed in accordance' with the
present simplified AASHO provisions.
1. INTRODUCTION
The basic design procedures for porportioning shear con-
nectors for simple span composite bridge beams on the basis of static
or fatigue criteria have been developed in recent studies at Lehigh
University.l These studies indicate that the same design procedures
are applicable to shear connectors placed throughout the positive
and negative moment regions of continuous composite bridge beams.
However continuous beams designed by the AASHO specifications may
be made composite or non-composite in the negative moment region. 2
In practice it appears that the majority of bridges are designed
without connectors in the negative moment region. In this case,
the AASHO specifications state that additional anchorage connectors
are to be placed in the region of the point of dead load contraflex-
ure. The number of additional connectors required by AASHO is a
function of (1) the total area of the longitudinal slab reinforce-
ment that is continuous through the negative moment region and an-
chored in the positive moment regions, (2) the range of stress in
the longitudinal slab reinforcement due to live load plus impact (or
10,000 psi in lieu of more accurate computations) and (3) the allow-
able range of horizontal shear on an individual shear connector
(fatigue requirement). The AASHO Specifications also state that
these additional connectors are.to be placed in the vicinity of the
point of dead load contraflexure and within a distance equal to 1/3
the effective slab width placed either side of this point or cen~
tered about it. These provisions of the AASHO Specification re-
sulted in part from a recent pilot study conducted on continuous
composite beams at Lehigh University. 3 This pilot study indicated
3.
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that much further work was required to establish more rational de-
sign procedures than the simplified procedures adopted by AASHO.
As a result, subsequent investigations have concentrated
on such factors as (1) the optimum extent to which connectors can
safely be omitted in the negative moment region, (2) the optimum
requirements for the longitudinal reinforcement in the negative mo-
ment region with respect to fatigue behavior and minimum slab crack-
ing, and (3) the actual stress condition that exists in all compo-
nents of continuous composite bridge beams during the passage of
vehicles. Studies show that available theories based on a fully
cracked slab condition do not accurately predict the state of stress
in the negative moment region of continuous beams especially when
shear connectors have been omitted over a certain length. 4
It is the purpose of this report to present the results
of a theoretical and experimental investigation into the behavior
ot the negative moment region of continouus composite steel-concrete
bridge beams in which the shear connectors have been omitted from
between the anchorage connectors as permitted by AASHO. The length
over which connectors are omitted will be referred to as the free
slab length. The analysis will consider a symmetric two-span com-
posite Tee beam under the action of a single concentrated moving
load. Expressions will be developed for determining the ·stress
resultants in the free slab. The results of the analysis will be
extended to consider truck and lane loading on multi-span continuous
bridge beams. Previous work done at Lehigh University and elsewhere
relating to this investigation is reported in Refs. 5 to 18 inclusive.
2 • DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTINUOUS COMPOSITE TEE BEAMS
Figure lea) shows a schematic view of the continuous com-
posite Tee beam to be used in the analysis. The beam has two equal
spans of length L, and consists of a reinforced concrete slab con-
nected to a wide flange steel section by means of headed steel stud
shear connectors. Connectors are omitted from the free slab which
has a length 2d'. Anchorage connectors are assumed to be placed out-
side the free slab length but within the negative moment region as
defined by the dead loads. The live load consists of a single con-
centrated moving load of magnitude 2P. The beam behavior is con-
sidered to be elastic under the dead and live loads.
The bending moment diagram corresponding to the load 2P
is shown in Fig. l(b). Four different regions can be distinguished.
Each one is associated with different flexural properties of the
beam. The regions are shown in the figure and further identified
as follows:
Region 1 consists of the free slab. The free slab is usually
cracked and will be analyzed as such. It is assumed that
the cracks penetrate through the slab.
Region 2 consists of the steel beam under the free slab.
Region 3 is the portion of the composite beam subjected to
positive bending moments (slab in compression).
Region 4 is the portion of the composite beam subjected to
negative bending moments (slab in tension).
Typical cross-sections in the regions with and without
shear connectors are shown in Fig. ICc). The analysis of the loaded
5.
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span of the beam shown in Fig. 1 can be facilitated by superimposing
the analyses of a two~span beam with anti-symmetric and symmetric
loading as shown in Fig. 2(a).
In order to use the principle of superposition, it is
first necessary to determine if the elastic properties of the two-
span composite beam remain essentially the same under the symmetric
and anti-symmetric loading conditions. Examination of Fig. 2(a) in-
dicates that a difference in the flexural stiffness of each span
might occur due to cracking of the concrete slab under negative
moments. For the beam under symmetric loading, reasonably symmetric
cracking in each span could be expected. In the case of the anti-
symmetric loading one complete span is under positive bending while
the other span is under negative bending. Thus cracking cannot be
expected to be symmetric. This of course creates an unsymmetric
structure somewhat different from the original beam. However, due
to dead load moments the two-span beam in Fig. 1 will not likely be
subjected to negative bending moments over the entire length of one
span. Any negative moments that do occur will be confined to a
relatively small region in the vicinity of the interior support.
The magnitude of these negative moments will also be relatively
small compared to the magnitudes of the positive bending moments in
the loaded span. It is therefore realistic to neglect the effect of
slab cracking in the anti-symmetric loading case and assume that
symmetry of the beam with respect to the center support is valid.
The analysis of the loaded span of the beam shown in Fig. 1 can
therefore proceed assuming that the stress resultants can be deter-
mined by superimposing the analyses of a prismatic two-span beam
under symmetric and anti-symmetric loading as shown in Fig. 2(a).
7.
2.1 Equivalent Anti-Symmetric Model
Figure 2(b) shows a schematic view of the equivalent anti-
symmetric model of the loaded span. It consists of a composite beam
of span length L with a free slab length dr. Because of the defor-
mations induced under the anti-symmetric loading the loaded span can
be analyzed as a simply supported beam. The free slab at distance
d' from the right support is assumed to be continuous with the slab
of the shear connected portion of the beam. A roller support is
assumed at the right end of the free slab as shown in the figure,
so that only a vertical reaction is possible at this point as re-
quired. No interaction is assumed between Regions 1 and 2. Com-
plete interaction is assumed in Regions 3 and 4.
In practice the free slab is cracked transversely in such
a way that the transmission of stress resultants from one side to
the other of the cracks is accomplished only by the longitudinal
reinforcing bars. Because of this and also because of the smaller
depth and modulus of elasticity of the free slab, the bending stiff-
ness can be assumed to be negligible compared to the bending stiff-
ness of the steel beam. For usual cases the bending stiffness of
the free slab is of the order of 2% of the bending stiffness of the
steel beam. Therefore the model can be further simplified to that
of a simply supported composite~beamwith two different cross sec-
tions, one being the composite cross section, and the other the
steel beam alone.
In this way the anti-symmetric model has been reduced to
the case of a simply supported beam with a variable moment of iner-
tia. This is a common case treated extensively in the texts on
structures and will not be analyzed further in this report.
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2.2 Equivalent Symmetric Model
Figure 2(c) shows a schematic view of the equivalent sym-
metric model of the loaded span. It consists of a composite beam
of span length L with a free slab length d'. The beam is simply
supported at one end and fixed at the opposite end. The free slab
at distance d' from the fixed end is assumed to be continuous with
the slab. in the shear connected region. The free slab is fixed at
the opposite end. No interaction is assumed between Regions 1 and 2.
Complete interaction is assumed in Regions 3 and 4. However since
some slip does take place in Regions 3 and 4, in order to account
for this slip in determining the free slab stress resultants, a lack
of fit between the free slab (Region 1) and the slab of Region 4 is
assumed. This lack of fit is assumed to be a known linear function
of the load and is defined as S in Appendices Band C. The analysis
of the symmetric model constitutes the major study in this report.
2.3 Assumptions Used in the Analysis
The following are the assumptions which will be used in
the analysis of the equivalent symmetric model shown in Fig. 2(c).
(1) A first order analysis is used, on the assumption that the
deformations do not modify the stress resultants.
(2) The principle of superposition is valid.
(3) Elastic behavior is assumed.
(4) The free slab is considered to be cracked and the cracks
are assumed to penetrate through the slab depth.
(5) Complete interaction theory is valid in the shear connected
regions (Regions 3 and 4).
(6) No friction forces exist between the free slab and the
steel beam (Regions 1 and 2).
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(7) Static conditions of loading are considered, although
the load may be moving.
(8) The bending stiffness of the free slab is negligible com-
pared to the bending stiffness of the steel beam.
(9) There are no instability effects within the elastic range
of behavior of the beam.
2.4 Superposition of Analyses
Once the analyses of the anti-symmetric and symmetric
models are performed the stress resultants in the two-span beam
shown in Fig. 1 are readily obtained by superposition of the two
solutions. An important variable which will result is the axial
force T in the slab. Since the anti-symmetric loading induces an
anti-symmetrical state of deformations with respect to the center
support, no axial deformations are induced in the slab and there-
fore no axial fo~ce is developed. Therefore, the total axial force
in the free slab is due to the symmetric loading case. Additional
important variables are the bending moment m and shear force q in
the free slab alone. These will be shown to be essentially inde-
pendent of T.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE EQUIVALENT SYMMETRIC MODEL
A first order force method of analysis is used in the
investigation of the symmetric model shown in Fig. 2(c). The pri-
mary structure and the corresponding redundants are shown'in Fig.
3(a). A hinge has· been introduced at distance x' from the fixed
support along with the internal moment M required to restore com-
patibility at that point. A cut was also introduced at the end of
the free slab as shown in the figure, along with the three internal
stress resultants, axial force T, shear q and moment ffi, required to
restore compatibility at the cut section.
Since the bending stiffness of the free slab is assumed
to be negligible compared to the bending stiffness of the steel
beam, the stress resultants q and m can be neglected. By elimin-
ating q and ffi, the symmetric model can then be treated as a two
degree indetermin¢te system. The location of the hinge in the pri-
/
mary structure can also be made to coincide with the live load
point of inflection of the beam. Therefore the moment M will always
be zero when x' equals d, where d is the distance from the fixed
support to the live load point of inflection. The unknowns then
become the axial slab force T and the distance d to the live load
point of inflection. Figure 3(b) shows the new primary structure
and its deformed shape. The position of the load on the beam is
the slope at the point of inflection, and ~u is the axial deforma-
defined by the prqduct a 2L where a 2 is a coefficient. The distance
between the centroids of Regions 1 and 2 is designated by b. e isc
tion between Regions 1 and 4.
10.
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3.1 Properties of the Free Slab
The free slab shown in Fig. 3(b) is subjected to an axial
force T as well as flexural deformation. It also undergoes shrink-
age. As a result of the induced forces the free slab can be ex-
pected to crack as shown in Fig. 3(c). This cracked slab cannot be
treated as a prismatic, homogeneous, isotropic member. However, the
free slab can be reduced to an equivalent free slab which can be
treated piecewise. The cracks can be assumed to have fully pene-
trated the slab. They can also be assumed to be perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the free slab and to have an arbitrary
spacing. Therefore the equivalent free slab can be considered as a
series of prismatic reinforced concrete elements joined together by
reinforcing bar segments as shown in Fig. 3(c). These bars are
assumed to be fully anchored outside of the free slab region.
To evaluate the two unknowns in the analysis, the axial
flexibility of the free slab is required. This is a function of the
elongation of the free slab when subjected to tension and will be
equal to the summation of the elongations of the reinforced concrete
elements plUS the elongation of the reinforcing bar segments between
the elements. The elongations of the individual elements are nearly
impossible to calculate since they depend upon the stress distribu-
tion in the elements and on the-number and lengths of each element.
However the axial flexibility of the free slab can be evaluated in
another manner as follows:
A uniform stress distribution can be assigned to the individual
elements and bar segments of the equivalent free slab shown in
Fig. 3(c). The lengths of the individual elements and bar
segments can be adjusted to satisfy two conditions: (1) the
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summation of the lengths of the elements and bar segments is
equal to the length of the actual free slab, and (2) the axial
flexibility of the idealized free slab is equal to the axial
flexibility of the actual free slab.
Based on these assumptions the area and the moment of
inertia of the equivalent free slab are derived in Appendix A and
presented in Eqs. A6, All, and AIS. The section properties are
derived as functions of the coefficient of participation of the free
slab which is designated herein as C1 . The coefficient C1 is a pos-
itive constant that varies between 0 and 1 and defines the ratio of
the total length of reinforced concrete elements in the free slab
to the total length of the free slab. Thus for C1 = 0, the free
slab is fully cracked and the axial flexibility is given by the
reinforcement alone. For C1 = 1, the free slab is uncracked and
fully effective. The coefficient C1 will be evaluated experimentally
in Chapter 7.
3.2 Definition of the Three Domains
In order to define the unknowns T and d for any position
of the load ~2L in the span, it is necessary to consider three do-
mains in the analysis. In each of these domains the form of the
primary structure will vary slightly and the governing equations
will be somewhat different. The three domains are shown in Fig. 4
and defined as follows:
Domain 1: Includes all positions of the load P such that the
point of inflection lies entirely oU,tside of the
free slab. In this case (1-a2)L > d ~ d'.
Domain 2: Includes all positions of the load from Domain 1 to
13.
the point d' from the fixed end of the beam. In
this case (1-~2)L ~ d' ~ d.
Domain 3: Includes all positions of the load which are with-
in the length of the free slab. In this case
(1-a2)L ~ d T , and the load is assumed to be applied
directly to the steel beam (Region'·2).
3.3 Evaluation of unknowns T and d
In order to present the results of the analysis in gen-
eral form the two unknowns T and d are expressed in non-dimensional
form as T/P, and d/L where P is the applied load and L is the span
length. Since the composite beam is two degrees redundant, two
compatibility conditions are necessary to solve for the unknowns.
Referring to Fig. 3(b) the two compatibility conditions a~e:
(1) The slope of the beam e at the point of inflection must
c
be continuous, and
(2) There can be no discontinuity ~U between Regions 1 and 4.
Appendix B develops the ratio Tip for each of the three ,
domains described in Art. 3.2. The corresponding expressions for
Tip are shown as Eqs. B7, B10, and B12. These expressions appear
as functions of the geometrical properties of the beam and the un-
known ratio d/L.
Appendix C develops the ratio d/L for each of the three
domains described in Art. 3.2. The corresponding expressions for
d/L are shown as Eqs. C8, C13, and CIS.
In the development of the expressions in Appendix C a
distinction was made between Regions 3 and 4 on the basis of diff-
erent section properties of the concrete slab when it is subjected
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to tension or compression. However, if the stress level in Re-
gion 4 is not high enough to crack the slab, the section properties
under tension and compression can be assumed equal. In this case
the moments of inertia of the beam in Regions 3 and 4 will be the
same. Since the composite beam in Region 4 is normally subjected
to low bending moments in the vicinity of the point of inflection,
very little if any slab cracking can be expected. Therefore in
practice Regions 3 and 4 will be identical. Introducing this sim-
plification into Appendix C, Eq. C8 reduces to Eq. CIO which is a
much simpler expression.
It was found in evaluating Eqs. CIO, C13 and CIS of Appen-
dix C that Eq. CIO also gives very good results in Domains 2 and 3
up to the point where d/L given by Eq. CIO becomes independent of
the coefficient of participation of the slab C1 • At this point the
f
position of the live load can be defined by a 2 =a 2 • Beyond this
point a linear variation of d/L with respect to ~2 is a good approx-
T
imation of Eq. CIS. The value of a is given by Eq. C17.
An experimental program was conducted at Lehigh University
as part of the investigation reported herein. Complete details of
the tests on several one- and two-span composite beams are reported
in Refs. 4 and 21. The test program is also described in Chap. 6.
Test beam CC-4F of this program, which is shown in Fig. 15(a) is
similar in construction to the two-span beam shown in Fig. 1 which
is used in the theoretical development. This beam will be used to
illustrate the results of the theoretical analysis presented in this
report.
Taking the results of Appendices Band C calculations of
T/P and d/L were carried out for beam CC-4F. Figure 8 shows the
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relationship between d/L and a 2 for beam CC-4F for variations in the
coefficient of participation of the slab C1 varying from 0 to 1.0.
Also shown in Fig. 8 are the three domains defining positions of the
live load P. The discontinuity between Domains 1 and 2 is due to
the fact that the point of inflection is dependent upon C1 •
It can be observed from Fig. 8 that Domain 1 for beam CC-4F
extends over more than 60% of the span. The extent of Domain 1 is
a function of free slab length. The current AASHO specification
recommends that anchorage connectors be placed in the vicinity of
the dead load point of contraflexure. 2 This means that the free
slab length will likely be less than 0.25L and probably closer to
0.20L if the anchorage connectors are all placed on the negative
moment side of the dead load inflection point. For many beams Do-
main 1 will cover at least 60% and perhaps as much as 80% of the
span. It can also be observed that the live load inflection point
varies less with Cl as the live load approaches the interior support
of a two-span beam.
Figure 9 shows the variation of Tip with a 2 for beam CC-4F
for variations in Cl from 0 to 1.0. In Fig. 9 the curves shown were
calculated using the values of d/L given in Fig. 8. It can be ob-
served that the maximum value of axial force T in the free slab in
all cases is determined when the live load is within Domain 1.
Values of Tip near a 2 =1.0 in Fig. 9 are 90mewhat influ-
enced by the approximation used for d/L in deriving the curves for
Fig. 8 as previously discussed. The result" is that the curves in
Fig. 9 do not converge at a 2 as expected. This discrepancy is un-
important however since the maximum values of Tip occur in Domain 1
for which the analysis is exact.
4. ANALYSIS OF FREE SLAB
In Chapter 3 the bending moments m and shear forces q in
the free slab were ignored when determining the axial force T in the
free slab, since these forces will have a negligible effect on both
T and the overall stress resultants and deformations of the compos-
ite beam. However the effect of m and q on the total state of
stress in the free slab will not be negligible. This effect can be
determined from an analysis which treats the free slab as an inde-
pendent structural member. In the analysis the variables T and d
as determined in Chapter 3 will be considered as known quantities.
The unknowns will be m and q.
Figure IO(a) shows the negative moment region of the equiv-
alent symmetric model described in Art. 2.2. The distance d defines
the position of the live load inflection point. The shear force at
this point is Q. Since the major stress resultant in the free slab
is the axial force T the analysis will consider only the case where
the live load P is in Domain 1 which will maximize T for beams de-
signed by AASHO (Art. 3.3).
Figure lOeb) shows the displaced position of the negative
moment region and the co-ordinate system defining positive displace-
ments. Referring to the figure the slope 8, vertical displacement v
,
and horizontal displacement u at distance d from the fixed (inter-
ior) support are to be continuous between Regions 1 and 4.
4.1 Moments of Inertia of the Equivalent Free Slab
Equations All and AIS of Appendix'A express the moments
of inertia of the equivalent free slab shown in Fig. 10(e) as lIm
16.
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and I lq • This twofold moment of inertia conforms to the assumption
that the flexural and shearing flexibility of the equivalent free·
slab must be equal to the corresponding flexibilities of the actual
free slab. Since the flexural flexibility under an end· moment m and
the shearing flexibility under an end shear q are different', the
equivalent moments of inertia which are derived from these flexibil-
ities will also be different. lIm is used in calculating the dis-
placements due to m and I lq is used in calculating the displacements
due to q.
4.2 Free Slab Stress Resultants
A force method of analysis is used to determine the free
slab stress resultants and is presented in Appendix D. The verti-
cal, horizontal and rotational displacements shown in Fig. lOeb) are
calculated at each side of the cut at the end of the free slab as
shown in Fig. 10(a). The compatibility conditions are stated in
Eqs. Dl, D7 and Dll. The stress resultants are non-dimensionalized
as q/Q, m/Qd and T/Q where Q is the shear force at the, live load
inflection point (Fig. lO(a)). These non-dimensionalized stress
resultants are· given by Eqs. D17, DIB and Dl9 in Appendix D.
Using the properties of test beam CC-4F (Fig. 15(a)) the
ratios T/P, q/Q and m/Q are plotted as a function of the coefficient
of participation of the slab C1 in Figs. 11 and 12.
Figure 11 shows the variation in the ratio 'Tip as a func-
t
tion of Cl for four different values of the ratio d IL (the length
of the free slab to the length of the span. Two different assump-
tions were used to determine these relationships. The solid lines
in Fig. 11 correspond to Eq. B7 in which the bending resistance at
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the slab was neglected. The dashed lines in Fig. 11 correspond
to the product of the ratios T/Q x Q/P (Eqs. DI9 and D23) so that
the ratio T/P results when the bending resistance of the free slab
is considered. It can be observed that the two sets of curves coin-
cide for most values of C1 • They separate slightly for values of
C1 larger than 0.9. This confirms the assumption that T and dare
virtually independent of q and m, for the practical case when the
stiffness of the free slab is small compared to the stiffness of
the steel beam.
Figure 12(a) shows the variation of q/Q with C1 . It is
apparent that for values of Cl smaller than 0.9 the vertical shear
force q in the free slab remains less than about 2% of the shear
force Q in the beam. This force has a negligible influence on the
structural behavior of the composite beam. Nevertheless it should
b~ q?nsidered in determining the stress distribution in the free
slab.
In Fig. l2(b) the ratio m/Q has been plotted against C1
t
for different values of d /L- The values of m/Q for values of Cl
up to 0.8 are also very small. They increase slightly for values
of C1 close to 1.0. The stress resultants in the free slab should
however consider the influence of m.
5. DISTRIBUTION OF LONGITUDINAL STRESSES IN THE FREE SLAB
Some work has been done on the problem of shear lag in
composite steel-concrete beams although no attention has been given
to the particular problem treated in this report. It is the
purpose of this chapter to discuss the distribution of the longi-
tudinal stresses across the width of the free slab in the negative
moment region of a Tee beam, such as the one shown in Fig. l(a).
The distribution of longit~dinal stresses in the presence
of slab cracking reduces essentially to the distribution of tension
forces in the longitudinal reinforcing bars across the slab width.
It is apparent that the distribution of longitudinal bar forces in
the free slab cannot be calculated using continuous functions since
the usual assumption of a homogeneous isotropic material for the
free slab is no longer valid. However, a discrete element solution
is still possible. The discrete element approach will require a
knowledge of the transverse crack pattern in the free slab. In this
way the equilibrium and compatibility conditions can be satisfied
along each transverse crack at the node points where the longitu-
dinal reinforcing bars cross the crack. The solution can then be
obtained with the assistance of a computer program for a problem
with a large number of degrees of freedom, such as a free slab with
many transverse cracks and several longitudinal reinforcing bars
crossing each crack.
The approach taken in this chapter is based on the dis-
crete element approach described above. However a simplification
of the problem and a reduction in the number of discrete elements
19.
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to be considered in the solution can be made by examining the be-
havior of the free slab under axial tension.
Referring to Fig. 13(a), an element adjacent to the an-
chorage shear connectors is considered which is bounded by the an-
chorage connectors, the first transverse crack (which likely coin-
cides with the end of the free slab), the point of inflection, and
the free edge of the slab. This element is expected to be subjected
to the greatest shear distortion. A similar element, over the in-
ternal support would have little shear distortion since the bar
forces would be essentially the same at both transverse crack
boundaries due to symmetry. Thus the variation in bar forces across
the slab width is expected to be a maximum at the ends of the free
slab. An upper bound to this variation can be obtained by assuming
that only the discrete elements adjacent to the anchorage connectors
undergo shearing deformations while all other elements are rigid in
shear. The element chosen for analysis is shown in Fig. 13(b).
5.1 Assumptions Used in the Analysis
Referring to Fig. 13(b) the following assumptions are
made:
(1) There is at least one point for each longitudinal rein-
forcing bar passing through the element where the slip
between the bar and the concrete is zero.
(2) The concrete in the element obeys Hooke's Law under rela-
tively low stresses.
(3) The element is restrained against in-plane flexural defor-
mations. Axial deformations of the concrete are also
negligible compared with the bar deformations on the
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boundary of the element, therefore only in-plane shear
deformations of the element are considered.
(4) All in-plane stresses are zero at the point of inflection.
(5) In-plane shearing deformation exists at the point of in-
flection.
(6) The edge of the free slab along the first transverse crack
is straight and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the beam.
Assumption 1 is similar to the perfect bond assumption in
reinforced concrete theory. Assumption 2 is also made in the work-
ing stress design theory of reinforced concrete. 20
Assumption 3 assumes that the in-plane bending deforma-
tion of the element in Fig. 13(b) is restrained by the interaction
of the element boundary with the remaining portion of the slab.
Variations in the axial deformations along the element are not con-
sidered.
Assumption 4 is not in strict accordance with the actual
condition at the point of inflection. Although the internal bending
moment at this point will be zero, the stresses in the cross-section
need not be zero. However, these stresses can be expected to be ~
relatively small. In particular, this assumption implies that all
the tension forces in the longitudinal reinforcing bars in the free
slab are transmitted to the steel beam through the anchorage connec-
tors along the lower boundary of the element as shown in Fig. 13(b).
Assumption 5 recognizes the fact .that due to shear lag in
the positive moment region, the left boundary at the inflection
point will be distorted as shown in Fig. 13(b).
Assumption 6 is an idealization made in order to enforce
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a known condition on the shape of the crack between the slab element
and the end of the free slab as shown in Fig. 13(b). This idealiza-
tion will result in an upper bound on the variation of bar forces
along the right boundary of the element.
5.2 Discrete Element Analysis
Referring again to Fig. 13(b) a free body diagram of the
element is shown where s represents the bar spacing assumed uniform
and £ is the length of the element in the direction of the longitu-
dinal axis of the beam.
Considering a general element such as that shown in Fig.
13(b) with n bars at n uniform spaces s then from assumptions 4, 5
and 6 the elongation B. of bar i plus the deformation 6. of the slab
1 1
element is a constant. Therefore the total deformation at the posi-
(1)o. +!J. = 6,"110
In Eq. 1 t.
16· = ~1
1.
and t 00" = k0
a
In the above equations
the Tee beam, k. is the axial stiffness of the bar i, k is the
1. 0
stiffness of the bar along the boundary of the element and ~. is the
1.
deflection of the element at the position of bar i at the point of
t. is the force in bar i, t is the force in
1 0
the bar along the boundary of the element, assumed at the center of
tion of bar i can be expressed as follows:
inflection. The axial stiffness k. of bar i can be obtained from
l
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1
k.
1
=
£ (1 - C ')1
2 a. E1 S
(2)
,t (1 - C1 ')
where 2 is the effective length of the bar and Cl
f is the
coefficient of participation of the element (CIt is the ratio of
the total length of reinforced concrete in the element to the total
length of the element including crack widths). The factor of 1/2
is to account for the fact that the length of the bar able to under-
go elongations is only half of the element length. This is because
only one of the boundaries of the element is defined by a crack
while the opposite side of the element is continuous with the con-
crete slab in Region 3. The area of bar i is a., and the modulus
J.
of elasticity of a bar is E •
s
The element deflection~. can be written
1
11 · = 11. 1 + (66).1 1- 1 ( 3)
where~. 1 is the element deflection up to bar (i-I) and (&~). is
1- 1
the deformation increment of the element from bar (i-I) to bar i,
In Eq. 4 K. is the in-plane shear stiffness of the element and can
:L
t.
J
(4 )
n
~
_ j=i
- K.
:L
given by
be obtained from 1
K.
:L
s
= 410 tt G
12
( 5)
where 10/12 tt is the shear area, G is the shear modulus, and s is
the uniform spacing of the bars.
Equilibrium of the in-plane axial forces shown in Fig.
13(b) requires that
n
T
2"
t
= -.£+ l:
2 j=l
t.
J (6)
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where n is the number of spaces between the bars, and T is the total
force taken by the anchorage connectors (axial force in the free
slab).
Since Eq. 6 can be written
t i-I nT 0 L; t. L: t.
= - + J + J2: 2 j=l j=i
then
n
~ t. T - t i-IJ = 0j=i 2 l: t. ( 7)j=l J
Using Eqs. 4 and 7, Eq. 3 can be re-written in the form
fj.
1. = L1 Ci- 1 )
1
+-K.
1. [
T - to i-I ]
- ~ t.
2 j=l J
(8)
The element can be analyzed as a system with (2n+l) de-
grees of freedom, and a solution obtained for t. and tJ. as shown in
J. ).
Appendix E.
A computer program was written in Fortran IV for the CDC
6400 computer located at Lehigh University. The program uses the
matrix package routines developed by the Computer Systems Group in
Fritz Engineering Laboratory and is presented in Appendix E. The
variation in longitudinal bar forces at the end of the free slab in
test beam CC-4F is also determined in Appendix E.
Using the results of the example in Appendix E the varia-
tion of the forces in the longitudinal bars with respect to Cl
T are
plotted in Fig. 14. This figure shows the ratio of the maximum
stress of the longitudinal bars to the average stress of the bars.
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The maximum stress takes place in the longitudinal bars closer to
the longitudinal axis of the slab. This ratio of maximum stress to
average stress is plotted against Clf. It can be observed from the
plot that for higher values of Cl
f a worse condition of stress dis-
tribution can be expected. This means that the greater the partic-
ipation of the concrete in the element the more uneven stress dis-
tribution is achieved in the longitudinal bars.
6 • EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
An experimental program was carried out at Lehigh Uni-
. 4 19 21
verwity using two types of composlte test beams." The pro-
gram was partly designed to correlate with the theoretical analysis
presented in this report. The experimental results were used to
(1) verify the assumptions made in developing the theoretical anal-
ysis, (2) determine the variation in the stress resultants in the
negative moment region, (3) determine experimentally the range of
variation of the coefficient of participation C1 of the free slab,
and (4) compare the predicted with the actual behavior of the test
beams.
6.1 Description of the Test Program
Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the two types of composite
beams that were tested. The two test beams designated CC-3F and
CC-4F shown in Fig. 15 were two-span continuous composite beams
50 T-IO" long overall having two equal spans of 25'-0 center to cen-
ter of bearings. These two beams each consisted of a reinforced
concrete slab 60" wide and 6" thick, connected to a W2lx62 rolled
(A36) steel beam by 3/4" x 4" headed stud shear connectors. A
typical cross-section is shown in Fig. 15(c).
The six test beams designated SC-3S to Se-8S which are
shown in Fig. 15(b) were simple ·span composite beams. They were
each 15 T-4" long overall. They were supported and loaded as shown
in Fig. 15(b) to produce negative moment (slab in tension) over the
center support. Each beam consisted of a reinforced concrete slab
60 tt wide and 6 tt thick, connected to a W21x62 rolled (A36) steel
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beam by 3/4 11 X 4 tt headed stud shear connectors. A typical cross-
section is also shown in Fig. 15(c).
The cross-sections in the negative moment regions of the
two two-span continuous composite beams and the six simple span com-
posite beams are identical except for the total number and size of
the longitudinal bars in the top layer of reinforcement. There were
eleven top and five bottom bars extending through the length of the
negative moment region in all beams except beams SC-3S and CC-3F as
shown in Fig. 15(c) (also Table 2). For these two beams only six top
and five bottom bars were provided. In all cases the bars were ade-
quately anchored outside of the negative moment region. In each
beam a certain length of free slab was provided between anchorage
connectors. Further details are reported in Refs. 4, 19 and 21.
6.2 Design Criteria
The design criteria used for beams CC-3F and CC-4F are
the same as those reported in detail in Ref. 1 and further discussed
in Ref. 19. In the analysis of these beams the transformed area
concept was used with an assumed modular ratio of 10 when trans-
forming the concrete into steel. In the negative moment region the
concrete was assumed to be fully cracked, and only the steel ele-
ments of the composite member (Wide flange section plUS longitudinal
reinforcement bars) were considered effective.
The design of the shear connectors considered the fatigue
and static criteria suggested by the AASHO specifications. 2 For
beams CC-3F and CC-4F the fatigue criteria governed the connector
design. As permitted in the AASHO Specifications, the connectors
in the negative moment region were omitted, and additional
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anchorage connectors were placed in the vicinity of the dead load
points of contraflexure. 2
The longitudinal reinforcing steel for beam CC-3F was the
amount required by the AASHO Specifications for distribution steel
and the transverse slab reinforcement was designed for an HS16-44
wheel load on a 6ft slab and a beam spacing of 60". Details of the
reinforcement used are shown in Fig. 15(c). Beam CC-4F was provided
with a larger amount of longitudinal steel in the top layer than in
beam CC-3F following the recommendations made in Ref. 3. The trans-
verse reinforcing steel was the same in both beams.
The six simple span composite beams, SC-38 to Se-8S, were
designed following the recommendations made in Ref. 4 which suggested
that the essential behavior of the negative moment region of contin-
uous composite beams can be simulated using simple span composite
beams subject to negative bending moment. As a result beams SC-3S
and SC-48 were made identical to the 1S T-4 fT region of the respective
beams CC-3F and CC-4F centered symmetrically with respect to the
center support. Further details of the design and construction of
beams SC-3S and SC-48 are reported in Ref. 4. Beams Se-58 to SC-8S
were similar to beams SC-3S and SC-4S, except that they were designed
to study three particular variables in the negative moment regions
which were thought to be of significance. These three variables
are: (1) the percentage p of longitudinal reinforcement in the
slab, (2) the ratio r of the total perimeter of the longitudinal
reinforcing bars to the total area of concrete slab, and (3) the
ratio of the iength of the free slab to the length of the negative
moment region, dT/d.
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The experiment design for beams Be-58 to Be-8S is shown
in Table 1. Three different reinforcement levels p were used in
the tests. The minimum value of 0.61 represents the required steel
percentage according to the current 1969 AASHO specifications;2 two
larger values of 0&89 and 1.02 were also used as suggested in Ref. 3.
These two percentages were essentially determined by interpolating
from the test results reported in Ref. 3 in an attempt to pinpoint
the optimum value of the longitudinal steel percentage. The .ratio
r was varied along with p in order to evaluate its influence in the
cracking behavior of the slab. Finally, two different lengths of
the free slab were chosen as defined by the ratio d'/d. The length
of the free slab was varied in order to determine its influence on
the force transmitted to the anchorage shear connectors, and to
study the influence of this variable on the transverse cracking of
the free slab.
Table 2 shows the number and size of the bars used in the
upper layer of the slab for test beams SC-3S to SC-88 corresponding
to each experiment shown in Table 1. The bottom layer of longitu-
dinal steel for all six beams was held constant, and consisted of
five No.4 bars distributed as shown in Fig. l5(c).
6.3 Test Procedure
Figure 16(a) shows the test setup used for beams CC-3F
and CC-4F. Each beam was supported by two rockers placed at the
outside ends of the beam and by a simple support at the center. A
concentrated load was applied in each span at a distance of 1S t -a"
(0.6 of the span) from the center support by means of two Amsler
jacks reacting against a portal frame as shown in the figure.
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Figure 16(b) shows the test setup used for beams SC-3S to
sc-as. The nearest end of the test beam was attached to the labo-
ratory floor by tension hangers. It was supported at its midpoint
by a roller support. The load was applied to the far end of the
beam by the 5,000,000 lb. Baldwin Testing Machine acting through a
lever bar mechanism. Further details are reported in Ref. 21.
Beams CC-3F and CC-4F were first subjected to two million
cycles of load varying from a to approximately 60 kips. Following
the cyclic loading these beams were tested statically up to their
ultimate load. Beams SC-3S to SC-8S were tested statically to their
ultimate loads using approximately the same intervals of load that
were used for beams ,CC-3F and CC-4F. Of special significance was
the working load. The working load for the continuous and simple
span test beams was computed as the load inducing the maximum allow-
able stress in the compression flange of the beam at the position
of the internal support. 2,4,19,2l The allowable stress at this point
was reached when the center reaction of each continuous beam as well
as the center support load for each simple span beam attained a mag-
nitude of approximately 60 kips.
Further details of the testing procedure and loading are
reported in detail in Refs. 4, 19, and 21.
7. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The theoretical formulation presented in this report re-
quires the concept of a free slab. The flexibility of the free slab
was derived in Appendix A CEq. AS) in terms of the coefficient of
participation of the free slab C1e The importance of C1 can be
appreciated by examining Figse 8, 9, 11, 12, and 14. All the sig-
nificant variables are functions of Cl which appears to play a major
role. Therefore a more detailed discussion of the axial flexibility
of the free slab will be presented, as well as some experimental
values of C1 obtained from the test results.
7.1 Axial Flexibility of the Free Slab
Figure 17 illustrates the difficulties encountered in any
theoretical determination of the axial flexibility. In the figure,
reinforcing bars carrying a force T in the vicinity of a crack be-
weeen I and II distribute this force to the concrete in II by means
of bond stresses so that the concrete in III is eventually subjected
to some stress distribution a. A certain amount of slip takes place
in II. The variation of stresses in the reinforcement and concrete
can only be approximated with some difficulty.
Further difficulties are encountered when attempting to
define appropriate boundary conditions for the free slab. The force
transmitted by the bars is not uniform across the slab width, and
the spacing of bars across the slab may be arbitrary. Furthermore,
random variations in slip can be expected in the vicinity of cracks,
as well as an unknown distribution of cracking within the concrete
itself.
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A rigorous solution is nearly impossible and is not really
necessary. A solution is possible on the basis of certain simplify-
ing assumptions using the results of beam tests. The simplifying
assumptions are as follows:
(1) The solution is limited to the elastic range of the rein-
forcing bars.
(2) Thin slab sections are considered. That is, the thickness
of the free slab is small compared to the length of free
slab.
(3} The free slab is subjected primarily to axial tension.
(4) The width of the free slab is arbitrary. For example, the
slab width can be taken equal to the effective width cal-
culated for the positive moment region of the beam.
(5) The spacing of the longitudinal reinforcement should not
be excessive in order to ensure a smooth distribution of
force from the reinforcement to the concrete.
(6) The yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement must
exceed the tensile strength of the concrete in the free
slab. This requirement is necessary because of assumption
1 above.
7.2 Experimental Evaluation of~Cl
Figure 18 shows the values of Cl obtained for beams SC-4S
to Be-8S at different load levels pip where pip is the ratio ofy y
the applied load to the initial yield load. The figure indicates
that the values of C1 decrease approximately linearly as the ratio
pip varies from 0 to 1.0. The working load level is shown by they
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dashed line. Values of C1 at the working load level are shown in
Table 3 for all test beams. The range of C1 at the working load
level varies from 0.41 to 0.77.
Some tentative evaluation of the effect of variables p
and df/d on the value of C1 can be made from Fig. 18. Comparison
of the results for beams BC-58 and SC-68 indicates that an increase
in d'/d results in an increase in Cl and a smaller variation in Cl
with pip. This is also true for beams SC-78 and Be-8S. Disre-y
garding the variation in r and comparing the results for beams Se-58
and SC-78 it would appear that an increase in p causes a decrease
in Clo On the other hand the reverse appears true when the results
of beams SC-68 and Be-8S are compared ° The apparent discrepancy
likely results from experimental error as well as the influence of
other variables not considered in the analysis.
From the cyclic test results of beams CC-3F and CC_4F,19
some additional information was obtained on the variation of Cl with
cycles of loading. Figure 19 shows that the value of C1 for a range
of 10 to 106 cycles of load remains practically unchanged. Unfor-
tunately, no information was obtained at the first cycle of load
where some increase of C1 is expected due to the presence of fewer
slab cracks.
In order to completely define the value of C1 , additional
experimental work is needed. The experiment design should include
a careful selection of all the possible variables affecting the state
of stresses in the free slab. The formulation of the theory pre-
sented in this report includes a number of variables which affect
the behavior of the free slab. The variables considered are:
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(1) the length d' of the free slab, (2) the percentage p of longi-
tudinal steel, (3) the area A of the concrete slab, (4) the modular
c
ratio, (5) the reinforcement pattern, (6) the perimeter area ratio r,
and (7) the load level. Other variables such as shrinkage and the
tensile strength of the concrete may also be important.
Although the experimental evidence reported in Refs. 4,
19 and 21 is not conclusive a tentative value for Cl of 0.6 at the
working load level is considered reasonable. This value was deter-
mined as the average value of C1 from Table 3 for beams having rein-
forcement percentages of 0.89 and 1.02. Beams having percentages
of 0.61 were not considered on the basis that these beams were ob-
served during testing to exhibit the poorest structural behavior
regardless of the reinforcement pattern, perimeter-area ratio, and
length of the free slab. 3,4,19,2l
7.3 Cracking Behavior
Figure 20 shows the crack patterns in the slabs of beams
SC-3S to Se-8S at the working load level. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the length of the free slab. The average crack width is
also shown together with the reinforcement percentage p and the
perimeter-area ratio 4.
Several observations ·can be made from the figure:
(1) The cracks are more or less perpendicular to the longi-
tudinal axis of the slab.
(2) The distribution of cracks appears random within each
beam although a few more cracks are observed on the left
side of the centerline. This is probably due to the fact
that all of the reinforcement bar strain gages were on
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that side. It was also observed in the tests that cracks
tended to occur over the transverse reinforcing bars.
(3) The pattern of cracking is different from beam to beam.
(4) The beams with the shorter free slab lengths exhibited a
larger number of cracks.
(5) Comparing beams SC-3S, SC-4S, Se-58 and SC-7S which have
equal free slab lengths, the average crack width decreases
as p increases. The same is true for beams SC-68 and Be-aS,
which have shorter free slabs, although the difference is
smaller.
These observations do not contradict the assumptions made
previously in the theoretical development. The theory accepts a
random transverse crack distribution since the free slab is analyzed
as an equivalent slab. However the random distribution of the cracks
can have an adverse effect on the symmetry of the structure. The
assumption of full penetration of the cracks was always observed to
occur in the tests even for cracks which developed below the initial
yield load. In addition, no longitudinal cracking occurred. ll
7.4 Slip Behavior
Figure 21(a) shows the slip distribution for the four
beams with d'/d = 0.8. Figure 11(b) shows the slip distribution
for the two beams SC-68 and Be-8S which had dt/d = 0.44.
The shape of the slip curves shown in Fig. 21 is typical
for loads below the yield capacity of the reinforcing bars. The
slip distribution is not completely symmetric, although it strongly
suggests a trend towards a symmetric distribution. At higher load
levels when more cracks appeared in the slab, better symmetry was
obtained.
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7.5 Separation Behavior
Figure 22 shows the slab separation in continuous bea~
CC-4F for five different load levels. This was typical of the slab
separation behavior in all the beams tested. The figure illustrates
how the slab and the steel beam remain in contact pressing against
each other at low levels of load. The elements tend to separate as
the load increased except at the center support.
7.6 Force Distribution in the Free Slab
Figures 23 and 24 show the measured axial force in the
free slab for test beams SC-3S to SC-88 at two load levels, the
working load level and the initial yield load level. The dashed
lines in each figure represent the theoretical computed force in
the slab. Figure 23(a) shows the force in the free slab at the
working load level for beams having a longitudinal steel percentage
p of 0.61. Figure 23(b) shows the axial force in the free slab
at the working load level for beams having longitudinal steel per-
centage p of 0.89 and 1.02. Similarly, Figs. 24(a) and 24(b) show
the axial force in the slabs at the initial yeild load.
The measured force in the slab was indirectly computed
from the equilibrium condition for horizontal forces at a cross
section. The force in the wide~flange beam was determined from the
measured strains. The force in the slab was assumed to be equal in
magnitude to the force in the wide-flange beam but with opposite
sign. Since the strain measurements were also available from the
longitudinal reinforcing bars in the slab, it was possible to check
the accuracy of the computed force in the slab at some of the in-
strumented cross sections.
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7.7 Bending Moment Distribution
Figure 25 shows the nondimensional moment diagrams for the
negative moment regions of continuous test beams CC-3F and CC-4F.
The solid lines represent the theoretical moments nondimensionalized
by dividing by the theoretical moment at the internal support. The
calculations were carried out using the values of C1 obtained pre-
viously. The experimentally obtained moments in the test beams are
indicated by the open and solid circles. Figure 25(a) shows the
comparison of theoretical and experimental moments for beam CC-3F.
The comparison is made at the working load level (60 kips) for zero
cycles of fatigue loading and for 100,000 cycles of load. 19 Figure
25(b) also shows the comparative behavior of the theoretical and
experimental moments for the continuous test beam CC-4F. The com-
parison is shown at two different load levels, the first at zero
cycles and a 60 kip load, and the second at a 100 kips load and
after two million cycles of fatigue loading. 19 It can be seen that
in all cases the experimental and the theoretical values agreed very
well. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimentally
obtained live load points of inflection are only 3-in. and 4-in. as
shown.
7.8 Load Deflection Curves
Figure 26 shows the load deflection behavior obtained
from the six test beams, SC-3S to SC-8S plotted in terms of P/Py
and ~/~ where ~ is the end deflection at first yield. The solidy y
line represents the nondimensional load-deformation relationships
determined from the theory outlined in this report for the rising
branch, and from simple plastic analysis for the horizontal plateau.
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It can be observed from Fig. 26 that the initial, stiffn~ss
of the beams with dt/d = 0.8 showed better agreement with the ,pre~
dieted stiffness than the beams with d'/d = 0.44. For beams SC-6S
and Be-8S which had d'/d = 0.44, a large length of the region con-
taining anchorage shear connectors was subjected to negative moment.
It could be expected that concrete cracking in this region reduced
the stiffness of the beam, whereas it was assumed in the tneory
that the stiffness in Region 4 was the same as the stiffness in
Region 3. This assumption had the greatest effect on the predicted
stiffness of beams SC-68 and Be-8S. It was observed during testing
that these two beams each developed a crack inside of the shear
connected region at approximately the yield load level.
The initial stiffness of beams 8C-3S, SC-48, Be-58, and,
SC-78 ,exhibited close agreement with the theory. Beams Be-58 and
SC-78 were even stiffer than the theory predicted. This is becau$e
the value of C1 used for the theoretical calculations was assumed
to be constant. This was not the actual case for the test beams,.·
A higher value of C1 was exhibited at low stages of load (se,e Fig.
17). The slab participation was observed to decrease with increas-
ing load.
7.9 Steel Beam Stresses
Figure 27 compares the predicted and measured stresses in
the wide-flange sections for all test beams at instrumented cross
sections 3 and 5. Figure 27(a) shows the stresses at the 60 kip
load level, and Fig. 27(b) shows the stresses at the 100 kip load.
The results are nondimensionalized by dividing by the maximum pre-
dicted compressive stress. The solid lines represent the predicted
:PRITZ: ENGtNEERINQ-'
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values at Section 3 and the solid circles the measured values.
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The
dashed lines represent the prediction stresses at Section 5 and the
open circles the measured values. It was not possible to provide
a comparison for beam CC-3F at the 100 kip load, since the beam
had prematurely failed in the negative moment region during fatigue
1 d - 19oa lng.
It is apparent from Fig. 27 that a good correlation was
achieved for all the beams. The maximum differences were observed
for beam SC-6S. The measured stresses at Section 5 are reasonably
good. The measured stresses at cross section 3, which was within
the shear connected region, only agrees with the predicted values
in the bottom flange. The top flange strains are somewhat larger
than the predicted values at both load levels but do not exceed the
absolute value of the maximum stress recorded at the section. This
behavior was also observed in earlier studies at the University of
Ill - · 15lno~s.
When assuming complete interaction in the shear connected
region, the predicted stress at the interface differs from the
measured stresses as slip takes place between the two faces. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that Section 3 of beam Se-8S was
subjected to the same conditions as beam SC-6S, but no marked diff-
erence in predicted and experimental stresses was observed. This
means that less slip occurred in beam SC-88 in the shear connected
region than in beam Se-68. This was confirmed by the measurements
summarized in Fig. 21.
7.10 Free Slab Stresses
Figure 28 shows a comparative plot of the predicted and
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the recorded stresses in the slab. The comparison is made for all
the test beams at cross sections 3 and 5 (see Fig. 25). Figure 28(a)
shows the stresses at the 60 kip load level, and Fig. 28(b) shows
them at the 100 kip load level. In every case the values of the
stresses were nondimensiona1ized by dividing by the maximum theo-
retical stress at the cross section.
7.11 Variation of Bar Forces Across the Free Slab
Table 4 shows the ratio of the maximum reinforcing bar
force to the average reinforcing bar force at the end of the free
slab corresponding to the working load level, for all eight test
beams. It can be observed from column 1 of Table 4 that the exper-
imentally obtained ratio va~ied from 1.11 to 1.73. The theoreti-
cally predicted ratios are shown in column 2 where C1 was obtained
from Table 3. Column 3 shows the theoretical ratios which are ob-
tained if the C1 values from Table 3 are arbitrarily increased by
0.1. The only major variations are in the observed values for
beams SC-38 and SC-6S. This variation can be attributed to the fact
that the instrumented cross section did not quite coincide with the
crack which formed near the end of the free slab. Hence, the
measured strains in the reinforcement were somewhat less than they
would have normally been if the~ crack formed at the location of the
strain gages.
7.12 Cyclic Loading Behavior
Figure 29 shows the theoretical reinforcing bar stresses
for beams CC-3F and CC-4F over the center support and corresponding
to a 60 kip load level. The calculations used the values of C1
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shown in Table 3.
Figure 29(a) shows the theoretically obtained stresses
for beam CC-3F which was fatigue loaded at 60 kip load level for
two million load cycles. The stresses shown are for the live load
only and define the theoretical stress range to which the bars are
subjected. The actual stress range in the bars should be larger,
since the theory does not account for stress concentrations present
at the cracks. 23 These concentrations of stresses can reach values
up to 30% higher than the predicted values. Therefore, the range
and the level of stresses for beam CC-3F can be expected to be high
enough to cause fatigue of the reinforcing bars in the top layer.
These bars in fact did fail by fatigue during the test.
Figure 29(b) shows the stresses for'beam CC-4F which was
also fatigue loaded to 60 kip load level for two million cycles.
The stresses of beam CC-4F are considerably smaller than the criti-
cal fatigue stresses.
It can be concluded from the previous discussion that
beam CC-4F with a higher amount of longitudinal steel19 meets the
specification fatigue requirements while beam CC-3F did not. It
can also be concluded that the theory presented in this report can
be used to analyze and design for such fatigue requirements.
8. MULTI-SPAN CONTINUOUS COMPOSITE BRIDGE BEAMS
Figure 30 shows a portion of a continuous composite Tee
beam subjected to a single concentrated moving load F, together with
the corresponding bending moment diagram. It was previously shown
for the two-span beam (Art. 3.3 and Fig. 9) that the maximum axial
force T in the free slab will likely occur when the live load is
outside the negative moment region and located about mid-span. In
this case the shear Q at the live load point of inflection is given
by Q M= d (9)
where M is the moment at the interior support corresponding to the
maximum value of T and d is the distance to the inflection point.
Since T is a function of Q (Appendix D) then the maximum value of
T can be evaluated if M and d can be determined.
Figure 31(a) shows the bending moment diagram for the
center span of a three-span continuous composite beam with equal
spans of length L. The center span is subjected to a force F at
mid-span. Figure 31(b) shows the bending moment diagram for a two-
span symmetric composite beam with a force F in both spans. Both
beams are assumed to be prismatic. The difference between the
points of inflection is less than 9% of the span length. If a re-
duction in flexural stiffness is considered in the negative moment
regions for these two beams the difference would remain about the
same. If a continuous beam with more than three spans were con-
sidered in Fig. 31(a) the difference would be even less and could
approach 4 or 5%.
The overall distribution of bending moments in a continuous
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composite Tee beam is usually insensitive to variations in the mag-
nitude of the axial force T in the free slab. 3 On this basis and
considering the arguments discussed above, a two-span model such as
shown in Fig. 1 can be used for determining the stress resultants
in the negative moment regions of a multi-span continuous composite
bridge beam. The moment over the interior support and the distance
to the live-load inflection point can be obtained with sufficient
accuracy from a simple elastic analysis of the -multi-span bridge
beam with reasonable assumptions for the lengths and flexural stiff-
nesses of the negative moment regions. If greater accuracy is de-
sired, refinements of the flexural stiffnesses and lengths of the
negative moment regions can be made on the basis of the analysis of
the negative moment regions using the theoretical procedures dis-
cussed in this report.
8.1 Stress Range in the Free Slab Reinforcement
The current AASHO specifications requires that the number
of additional anchorage connectors placed at points of dead load
contraflexure is to be determined from
=
where N
c
A
r
f
r
= number of additional connectors for each beam at
points of contraflexure
= total area of longitudinal slab reinforcement steel
for each beam over the interior support
= range of stresses due to live load plus impact in the
slab reinforcement over the support (in lieu of more
accurate computations, f may be taken equal to 10,000
_) rpSl
= the allowable range of horizontal shear or on indi-
vidual shear connector
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The theory presented in this report enables the range of
stress f to be calculated with reasonable accuracy. Although the
r
distribution of stresses in the longitudinal reinforcement across
the free slab is not uniform as shown in Chapter 5 an average value
of f can be obtained by dividing the maximum axial force T in the
r
free slab by the area of the longitudinal reinforcing steel A .
r
8.2 Examples of Calculation of Stress Range
In order to illustrate the computation of stress range f
r
for truck loading, which applies to bridge spans up to 120 feet
two examples are presented. In the first example f is determined
r
long. The second example illustrates the calculation of f when
r
lane load governs.
8.2.1 Example No.1 - Truck Loading
In this example f will be calculated for a 3-span con-
r
tin~ous composite bridge beam under HS20-44 truck loading. The
bridge beam is taken from Ref. 24. All calculations follow from
the equations presented in the Appendices.
Composite Bridge Parameters:
Spans - 80' - lOa' - 80'
Beam spacing - 7' - la'
Slab thickness - 7-1/2"
Effective slab width - 90"
Steel beam section - W36 x 245 (cover plates are omitted for illus-
tration)
Range of C1 - 0.4 to 0.8
Longitudinal reinforcement - 1.00%
45.
Following the notation used in this report:
A = 6.75 in. 2 (area of steel beam section)
s
Calculation of 1 3 (moment of inertia of composite section - Region 3)
y = 72.03x18 + (90x7.5) (1/8) (36+7.5/2) = 29.7 in. (referred to
72.03 + (90x7.5)1!8 bottom flange)
1
3
= 16,092 + 72.03(29.7-18.0)2 + (90~7.5) (36.0+7.5/2-29.7)2
b
s
t
n
d'
2P
= 90 in. (width of free slab - effective width)
= 7-1/2 in. (thickness of free slab)
= 1.00% (percentage of longitudinal steel)
= 72.03 (area of steel beam in Region 2)
= 100 ft. (span length)
= 16,092 (moment of inertia of steel beam in Region 2)
= Es/Ec = 8 (assumed modular ratio)
= 1 2/A2 = 14.95 in.
2
= 21.75 in. (distance between centroids of Regions land 2)
= 22'-6" (half length of free slab - minimum required by AASHO)
~ 67.3 kips (AASHO wheel load on one girder times lateral dis-
tribution factor times impact for HS20-44 truck)
Calculation of constants (see nomenclature Chapter 11)
= 36,612 in.
4
= 36,612
16,092 = 2 •.280
""32
1 3 36,612
-1.785= = =I 2-1 3 (16,092-36,612)
A
Al =
c (from Eq. A6) ... rne1 + (1-C1)!0.01 p
In this calculation C1 will be taken as 0.8. The solution
follows similarly for C1 = 0.4.
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90 x 7.5
= 8xO.8 + (1-0.8)/0.010 = 25.6 in.
2 (equivalent area of the
free slab)
Al 25.60
=::: = 0.356A2 72.03
2 1
= 1 + (14.95) (1 + 0.356) = 3·.62 (from Eq. B9)21.75
dT/L 22.5 = 0.225= ::: 100
= 0.5 (assumed load position for maximum value of T)
B
(l2
From Eq. CIO neglecting the influence of slip (R=O) the location of
the live load inflection point is
The ratio of the axial force in the free slab to the midspan load
2P ::: 36 x 1.3 x 1.44 = 67.3 kips
Lateral distribution factor = 7.833/5.5 = 1.44 (see AASHO)
= 1.15
3(0.225)2 - 2(0.225)3 -6(0.225)2 + 3(0.225)3
-1.785 + 2 x 3.62
3 0.225 - 6(0.225)2 0.225 - 6(0.225)2
+----------=--~=------
-1.785 2 x 3.62
23- ( O. 5)
2.280
21- (0. 5)
2.280
= 0.238
_ O.5x100x12 2.0(0.238) - 0.225
- 2 x 21.75 x (1-0.225) 3.62
:::
therefore is, from Eq. BI9
T
P
d
L
d
L
T = 67.3 x 1.15 38.8 kips:::2
f 38.8 5,65 ksi::: 6.75 =r
If C1 = 0.4 in this example
f ::: 3.65 ksi
r
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8.2.2 Example No.2 - Lane Loading
In this example f will be calculated for a 3-span con-
r
tinuous composite bridge beam under HS20-44 lane loading. The
bridge beam is taken from Ref. 24. For an explanation of symbo-ls
see Example No.1, Art. 8.2.1 or Nomenclature, Chapter 11.
Composite Bridge Parameters:
Spans - 190' - 240' - 190 r
Stringer spacing - 8'-8
Slab thickness - 7-1/2 Tf
Effective slab width - 90 ft
Steel beam section - Plate girder -
29" x 1-1/2 ft flanges
114" x 7/16" web
Range of C1 - 0.4 to 0.8
Longitudinal Reinforcement - 1.00%
Following the notation used in this report:
A = 6. 75 in. 2
s
b :::: 90 in.
s
L ::: 7-1/2"
p = 1.00%
A2
\ 93.3 in. 2:::
1 2
~ 300,000 . 4 ( . between the two different crossIn. comprOffiJ-se
sections) Ref. 24
n ::: 8
P2 = 55.8 in.
b ::: 62 in.
d f ::: 45'
w ::: 640 pIf
2P ::: 18 kips
Calculation Qf 1 3:
93.3x58.5 + (90x7.5)1/8 (117 + 7;5)
Y = 93 3 + (90x7.5) 178
48.
= 88.2 in. (referred to
bottom flange)
I 3 = 295,500 + 93.3 (88.2-58.5)2 + (90x7.5) 1/8 (124.5-88.2)2
= 489,200 in. 4
Calculation of Constants
= 1.66
-4.90
In this example C1 will be taken as 0.8. The solution follows sim-
ilarly for C1 = 0.4.
A
Al = nC1 + (1-C1)7p
Cll :::: 0.274
90 x 7.5 2 6 · 2
= 8xO.8 + (0.2)70.010 = 5. 0 1n.
B
2
-_ 1 + (55.8) (1 1)
62.0 + 0.274 ::: 5.18
0,3 ::: 0.187
Cl 2
:::: 0.50
1-0.25 + 3(0.187)2_(0.187)3
d
::::
1.66 -4.90
L 3-0.25 3(0.187)2_6(0.187)
1.66 + -4. 90
6(0.187)2 + 3(0.187)3
2 x 5.18
12(0.187) - 6(0.187)2
2 x 5.18
~ = 0.335
Thus
T :::: O.5x240x12 x 2.0(0.335)-0.2 :::: 1 60P 2x62 (1-O.335)x5;18 ·
The additional concentrated load that is to be placed
along with the uniform lane load is 2P :::: 18 kips
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If f
rc
= longitudinal reinforcement stress range due to the
concentrated load
then f
rc
= 1.60x18
6.75
::: 4.37 ksi
For the lane loading case it can be conservatively assumed
beam and the distance d to the inflection point is d ::: O.21L :::
the main span is fixed at both ends. It follows then that the ver-
tical shear force at the inflection point is Q = K22.2 per Tee
50.5 ft.
(1-45/2x50.5) (50.5x12/62)
5.18
Hence
TQ :::
T
Q ==
(1-d t /2d) Cd/b)
B
::: 1.042
Thus the total range of stress in the reinforcement will be
If f
rd ::: longitudinal reinforcement stress range due to the distri-
buted loading, then
= 3.44 ksi
7.81 ksi:::::: 4.37 + 3.44
_ 1.042 x 22.2
- 6.75
f + f drc r
·f
rd
:::f
1:'
9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical method of analysis for a two span symmetric
continuous composite beam from which the shear connectors have been
omitted over a certain length (free slab length) near the internal
support is presented. The method is valid in the elastic range of
loading and is limited to the practical case where the bending stiff-
ness of the free slab is small compared to the bending stiffness of
the steel beam. The continuous composite beam is analyzed using an
equivalent single span model. The influence of five variables is
considered and a detailed evaluation of their significance is pre-
sented. These variables are: (1) the coefficient of participation
of the slab C1 , (2) the distance d from the internal support to the
live load point of inflection, (3) the axial force T in the free
slab, (4) the shear force q in the free slab, and (5) the moment m
at the end of the free slab.
An experimental investigation consisting of two full size
two-span continuous cqmposite beams and six full size single span
composite beams is used to correlate the theory with the results of
tests on actual continuous composite beams.
The results obtained from the theoretical analysis of the
two span continuous composite beam model are applied to the analysis
and design of multi-span continuous composite bridge beams from which
the shear connectors are omitted in certain length over the internal
supports. From the analysis a computation of the stress range f
r
in the free slab reinforcement can be made for continuous bridge
beams. Examples of the computation of stress range in the free
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slab reinforcement for two typical bridges are shown.
The following is a summary of the major conclus~ons:
(1) The free slab behaves as an individual structural member.
(2) The concrete in the free slab signigicantly affects the
stress resultants in the free slab even if the concrete
slab is heavily cracked under the negative bending condi-
tions.
(3) The theory provides a reasonable estimate of the stresses
in the negative moment regions of continuous composite
beams. It also predicts the maximum stresses in the free
slab with reasonable accuracy.
(4) A more exact evaluation of the coefficient of participa-
tion of the free slab requires further study of a wider
range of the variables.
(5) The shear lag effect in the free slab is sizable and
should be considered in the design.
(6) A rational method has been developed which can be used to
determine the stress range f in the longitudinal rein-
r
forcement in the free slab. This provides a means by
which the reinforcement and the anchorage shear connectors
can be proportioned for both static and fatigue loading
conditions.
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11. APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: DETERMINATION OF THE FLEXIBILITY
OF THE FREE SLAB
Axial Flexibility
Using the sign convention shown in Fig. 3c, the axial flexibility
f of the free slab is given by
f = dxAE (AI)
where A = Area of the free slab cross section
E - Modulus of Elasticity
d' = Free slab length to one side of an interior support
For the free slab elements and bar segments shown in Fig. 3c.
f = f a dx(EA)
a c Jb dx+ (EA)a S f e dx+ (EA)cb + --- + Jd' dx(EA)sn (A2)
where c is the subscript designating a slab element and s is the
subscript designating a bar segment.
Using the transformed area concept where the concrete
slab element is transformed into steel f becomes
54.
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where At is the transformed area of the concrete slab.
c
If from Fig. 30 oa + DC + --- +
(A3)
= C d'1
= (I-C) d t1
Jd fdt+ C ~: +--- +) ~xn S
(n-l)n
JCd Jbd+ "f0: + --- + AXb cas
DC + CO + --- + no!
f
and
where C1 is defined as the coefficient of participation of the
transformed free slab (or simply coefficient of participation of
the free slab), f can be expressed as
f Jd' dx
C d' As
1
(A4)
Carrying out the "indicated integration,
f = d' rCI l-C1JlE AT + --=P:-
s c s
(AS)
Eq. AS therefore defines the axial flexibility of an equivalent
free slab of transformed area Al where
Flexural Flexibility Under End Moment
(A6)
Using the same sign convention as before, the flexural
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flexibility fm of the free slab under an end moment m as shown in
Fig. lOc, can be expressed as follows:
where I is the moment of inertia of the slab at the point x.
fm = fod' dxEI (A7)
For the elements shown in Fig. IOc
fro = Ja dx
o (EI)c Jb dx+ (£I)a s Jc dx+ . (E1)b c j d'+ --- + (~~)n 5 (AS)
Using the transformed area concept and grouping terms as before
where If is the transformed moment of inertia of the slab element.
c
Integrating, fm becomes:
(A9)+dxIT
c
fro
fm = d tE
S
(A10)
where, the moment of inertia lim for an equivalent transformed
free slab. under end moments is' given by
StF.
Flexural Flexibility Under End Load
The flexural flexibility fq of the free slab under an
end load q as shown in Fig. lac can be expressed as follows:
For the elements shown in Fig. 10c, and q = 1,
fq q dxEr (All)
fq f axdx- (El) co J
b
xdx
+ (EI)
. a S f exdx+ (El)cb + +J d
f
xdx
n (El)s (A12)
or
xdx
IT
c
+ Jdf x~x]
C d t S
1
(A13)
and, carrying out the integration
fq [
2
d' c1
=W'-yT+
s c
(A14)
where, the moment of inertia l lq of an equivalent free slab under
end loading is given by
(AlS)
APPENDIX B: DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO T/P
The ratio of the axial force in the slab T to the mag-
nitude of the traveling load P is determined for three different
domains of the load as shown in Fig. 4. The three domains are
defined in Art. 4.3.
Domain 1
Figure 3b shows the deformed shape of the beam for the
load in the first domain. Define U as the horizontal displacement
of the free slab (at its centroid) at the boundary between Regions
1 and 4 such that 6U is the gap to be closed to satisfy compatibil-
ity. Calling UCleft) the displacement of the slab of Region 4, and
UCright) the displacement of the slab of Region 1, the second com-
patibility condition of Art. 4.4 for closing'the gap ~U can be
expressed as follows:
UCleft) + UCright) +. S o (Bl)
where S is the misfit between Regions 1 and 3 'to account for the
observed slip movement in an actual continuous composi~e test beam.
The slip at this point was observed to be small and to approximate
a linear function for loads below the working load level. (4 ) An
upper bound for this linear function was estimated from tests as
Sip = 0.0002 in/kip.
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The value of U(left) is determined from the slope of
the beam at the border line of Regions 1 and 4 and the shortening
of Region 2 due to the reactive compression force T as follows:
where E modulus of elasticity, e(d') is the slope at the point or
the angular rotation at the end of the free slab. Using the moment
U(left) = e (d T) b + ~~~ (B2)
diagram shown in Fig. 5 and the double integration method e(d') can
be expressed as follows:
e(d') =J[QX-Tb( x-d+d t ) 1 dxE I 2 (B3)
where b =Distance between centroidal axis of the slab and the
steel beam (Fig. 3b), I 2 = moment ?f inertia of Region 2, and Q
the shear force at the inflection point.
Making a summation of the moments with respect to the
support equal to zero for the portion of the beam to the left of
the inflection point the following expression is obtained:
Q
a 2
= P l-d/L (B4)
The value of UCright) is the elongation of Region 1 under the
axial force T
u(right) (BS)
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Substituting Eqs. B2, B3, B4, and B5 into Eq. Bl the following
relationship is obtained
and solving for Tip
T L (2d/L-a3) (l+R)
= a 2(2b)P (l-d/L) B
where
R 8
EA 2 P2 2 1
= 2P 12 (l)) a 2a 3
2
B = 1 + (~) (1 + 2: )b eLl
1 2
P2 = A2
=
Al
cx,l A2
(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
Domain 2
The value of S(d') can be determined using the conjugate
beam method and the moment diagram shown in Fig. 6 as follows:
2
[ P a 2 a
3 J
e(d' ) =
L a 3 (d/L - ~) - T(~) (BlO)-~
2 (l-d/L)
Substituting Eqs. B2, BS, and BIO into Eq. Bl and solving for Tp
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T _ (L) (2 d/L - a3 ) (l+R)
p - a 2 2E (1 - d/L) B (BII) .
Equation Bll indicates that Tip is the same for Domains 1 and 2
(see Eq. B7)
Domain 3
Re-defining 6(d') using the moment diagram shown in
Fig. 7 and the conjugate beam method
e(d f)
where
2 [= L a 3 P D
- E I 2 ~2(~1--"'d7"""'L~) (B12)
and substituting Eqs. B2, BS, and B12 into Eq. Bl and solving
for Tp
T = (L) D (l+R)
P 2b (l-d/L) B (B13)
APPENDIX C: DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO ~
The ratio of the distance from the point of inflection
to the fixed support d to the span length L is determined for
three different domains of the load as shown in Fig. 4. The thre~
domains are defined in Art. 4.3.
Domain 1
The slope e at the point of inflection (Fig. 3b) is
c
defined for the left hand side of the beam as 6(left)' and for the
right hand side of the beam as 6(right). Since continuity of the
slope is required the first compatibility condition stated in Art.
4.4 can be expressed as follows:
6(left) = 6(right) (Cl)
Using the moment diagram shown i~ Fig. 5 and the conju-
gate beam method 6(left) can be expressed as follows:
6(left)
= pa2(1~a2-d/L)(a2+1-d/L)L2
'6' E1 3 (l-d/L)
V(right)
(l-d/L)L (C,2)
where 1 3 = moment of inertia of Region 3, and
V(right) = deflection of the right hand side portion of the beam
at the position of the hinge in the primary' structure.
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The values of 8(right) and V(right) can be determined
using the method of double integration. The value of 8(right) is
given by
where I 4 ::: moment of inertia of Region 4 8(d') is defined by
Eq. B3 and Q is defined by Eq. B4. Nondimensionalizing by dividing
8(right) = j QXdX + 8(d ' )E 14 (C3)
by L and performing the integrations e(right) can be expressed as
8(right)
2
Pcx'2L
= 2(1-d!L)E (C4)
where u3 ::: d'IL
Using the same techniques as for e(right)' V(right) can be expressed
as
V(right) = J.Qxdx + 6(d')(d-d') + V(d')E I 4 (CS)
where V(d t ) = the vertical deflection of the beam at the position
of the last shear connector. V(d') is obtained using the method
Nondimensionalizing by dividing by L, performing the integrations
of double integration and is expressed as follows:
V( d' ) ::: JJ[Qxdx - Tb( x-d+d I) ]dx (C6)
and substituting in Eqs. C2 and C5 the value of 8(left) can be ex-
pressed as
64.
9(1eft)
2 2
T b L (2a3d/L-a3 )+ (-)L 2 E I2(1-d/L) (C7)
Substituting Eqs. C4 and C7 into Eq. Cl and also substituting
Eq. B7 for the value of T and reducing the expression to a function
in terms of the ratio d/L as the independent variable the following
is obtained:
(~) 3 [1 11] _ 3(~) 2 l 1 -I3 ] d [ a 2 2-3 _+ 1. 42 - r3 1 +- + (-)L L A42 L . A3
2 3( 2-R) (2a 3-a32) ] I-a
2 2 3
30,3 -60,3
+
2 30,3 -20.3
A42 2B A3 A42
2
+
3(R-o,3 ) (20,3-0,3 )
== 02B
where
A3
1 3
:::
I 2
"-4 =
I 4
I 2
A42
1 42
= I
2
(C8)
(C9)
A-C
Setting I 4 = 1 3 (see Art. 4.4) in Eq. C8 the coefficients·for
(d/L)3 and (d/L)2 vanish and ~ can be expressed as follows:
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d
=L
23(R-a3) (2n 3-u 3 )
2 B
23( 2-R) (20,3-<1 3 )
2 B
(CIO) .
where A32
Domain 2
Determining e(left) for the second domain conjugate beam
method with the parameters shown in Fig. 6.
8(left)
where Mo =
P(1-d/L-cx,2) cx,2L
(l-d/L)
Pa.2(d/L)3L2
3EI 2(1-d/L)
2 (ell)
P(Ct3-d/L) a 2L
Mq = (l-d/L)
~l, =
66.
2(l-~ -a )(2-2a -a )L2 3 3 2
Also the slope e(right) can be determined using the same
technique as for e(left) ans is expressed as follows:
e(right)
Pa.2L2(d/L) 2
=
2( I-d/L) EI 2
(C12)
Substituting Eqs. ell and C12 into Eq. Cl the following expression
{ (a.3- d/L) (2-a.3":,d/L) - (d/L)(l-d/L)
(C13)'a
(l-a -a )(2-2a -a )2 3 3 2
(1-d/L)(d/L)2
2 1 2
where ~4 =
2~1(1-d/L-a2) + S4(a3- d/L) + (a3- d/ L) (3- 2a 3- d/L)
6 1 2
can be obtained
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Domain 3
Redefining GCleft) for the third domain using the moment
diagram shown in Fig. 7 and the conjugate beam method
G(left)
where
Pa.2Cd/L)3L
2
3EI2( l-d/L)
2 (C14)
P(1-d/L-a.2)a.2L
Mo = (I-d/L)
M'q
Substituting Eqs. C12, C14 and Bll into Eq. Cl the follow-
ing expression can be obtained:
68.
- (d/L)2 + 6(d/L)(1-d/L)] - 3~2(d/L)2(1-d/L) - (d/L)3
, 3 I '
2
:;: 0
(CIS)
Determination of a2
By using Eq. CIO it is possible to find the position of
the load a2 for which the ratio ~ is independent of Cl • In order
to find such a value of a2 two arbitrary values of Cl are substi-
tuted into Eq. CIO and the intersection of the two relationships
in the d/L : a2 space is determined (note that Cl appears in Eq.
CIO through the parameter B whiGh is defined by Eq. B9). After
some algebra the following is obtained:
- 2 = - a 3
- 2 (C16)
from which a2 can be determined as follows:
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at
2 = (CJ,7)
APPENDIX D: DETERMINATION OF THE RATIOS q/Q, m/Qd and T/Q
The first compatibility condition (Art. 5.1) for the com-
plimentary solution can be expressed in the form
where e(slab) is the slope of the free slab at distance d' from
the fixed support (Fig. lOb) and 8(b ) is the slope of the steel
, earn
e(slab) = e(beam) (Dl)
beam at the same point.
The value of e(slab) is the angular displacement of a
cantileve~ beam of length d t under end moment m and end load q.
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tion at the fixed end:
(D3)
(D2)
dx + C
m q d t )y-+ ~1m lq
-d t:::;
T
[ (Q-q) x- (Tb+m) ]
e(slab)
e
Evaluating Eq. D3 and substituting the boundary condi-
The slope e at any point can be calculated for the beam
where C is a constant and 1 2 is the moment of inertia of th~ steel
beam.
using double integration method as:
Using the respective moments of inertia I lm and I lq discussed in
Appendix A:
e
x=d
::: 0
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(D4)
the following expression for e(beam) is obtained:
e (DS)
Evaluating Eq. D5 at x = (d-ct f ), then
e = .1:... (,.. g (2dd f _d f2 ) + (Tb+ffi)Cd f )+qC-d f )2). (D6)
(beam) EI 2 2 2
The second compatibility condition (Art. 5.1) is expressed in the
form
where VCslab) is the vertical displacement at distance d f from
the fixed support CFig. lOb) and VCbeam) is the vertical displace-
ment of the steel beam at the same point.
VCslab) = VCbeam) (D7)
The value of VCslab) is the vertical deflection of a
cantilever beam under end moment m and end load q. Using the
moments of inertia I lm and I lq discussed in Appendix A:
d,2 ( m qd T )
VCslab) = E 2Ilm + 3Ilq
(DB)
and the deflection V of the beam at any point can also be determined
72.
where C is a constant to be determined from the boundary condition
(D9)
(DlO)
= 0x=d
- 1 J- ~ edx + CE1 2
V(beam)
v
using the double integration method as follows:
Evaluating Eq. D9 at x = (d-d') and substituting for e
from Eq. DS the following is obtained::
The third compatibility condition (Art. 5.1) can be expressed as:
U(slab) + U(beam) + S = 0 (DI1)
where U(slab) is the horizontal displacement at the free end of
the free slab and D(b ) is the horizontal displacement of the
. eam
adjacent slab in Region 4 and 8 is defined in Appendix B.
The displacement U(slab) can be expressed in terms of
the axial flexibility of the free slab under the axial tension
force T as follows:
U(slab)
-Td'
=
AlE,
(D12)
The sign of Eq. D12 is determined from Fig. lOb.
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Similarly U(beam) can be determined from the rotation of the beam
plus its shortening under the compressive force T as follows:
U(beam)
Td'~ b X e(beam) + E A
2
(D13)
where 8(beam) is evaluated in Eq. D6.
Substituting Eqs. D2, D6, DB, D10, D12 and D13 into the
corresponding compatibility Eqs. Dl, D7 and Dll a system of three
simultaneous equations is obtained as follows:
= 0 (D14)
Solving Eqs. D14, DIS and D16 for q/Q, m/Qd and T/Q the
T b m 1 1 2 q 1 + .!. ) ( 3d-d ' ) a
--+- (- + - ) +--(- =Q 1 2 Q 11m I 2 3 Q I ' 1 2 3 1 2lq
T b m 1 1 q lId' (d t -2d) 0
- - + -(- + - ) + -(- + - ) - + ==Q 1 2 Q 11m I 2 Q I lq 1 2 2 2I2
(DlS)
(DIG)
following three equations are obtained:
(Dl?)
m
Q.d xl :; t-(l+R) + q7Q (4q/Q-3- L£q/Q-lj:;5 )1
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(DlS)
where Al
T = (1 _ ~)(d), (1 l+R) +) 4(q/Q) _q/9)-: (3 ) \(D19)
IT 2d T 13-1 ( Q)(n3- l )( /Q)(r3-l) x (1 a
Evaluation of Eqs. D17, D18 and DIg as 1 1/1 2 = AI-+- 0
As A1~ a in Eq. D17, D18 and D19
then
m/Qd~ a
and T/Q~ (1-d T/2d)(d/b)(1+R)
B
In Eq. D22, since
P 0,2
Q = (l-d/L)
L (2d/L-~3) (l+R)
T/ -;> 42 7b/ 3
(D20)
(D21)
(D22)
(D23)
(D24)
which is identical to Eq. B17 as Al~ o.
APPENDIX E: DISCRETE ELEMENT MATRIX
FORMULATION AND EXAMPLE
The discrete element solution discussed in Chapter 6 will
be formulated in matrix notation with reference to the stress dis-
tribution across the end of the free slab of test beam CC-4F shown
in Fig. 15.
The discrete element for beam CC-4F will contain six
lines of longitudinal reinforcing bars as shown in Fig. lSc. The
discrete element (Fig. 13c) will have eleven degrees of freedom.
The bar forces and element displacements can be pomputed using
Eqs. 1 to 8 as follows:
Evaluating Eq. 6
(El)
Evaluating Eq. 1 at each longitudinal bar location
t 1 ~l
=
to
IS + k o
t 2 6 2 toI(+ = k O2
(E2)
( E3)
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t 3 fj 3 to (E4)E+ = KQ3
t 4 li 4 to ( E5)1(+ := ~4
t s ~s to (E6)-+ := kOkS
'Evaluating Eq. 8 at each longitudinal bar location
1 T-t81
0 (E7)= K1 -2-
D. 2 =
61 + 1: (T-to _ t 1 ) (E8)K2 2
D:. 3 =
6 2 + 1: (T-to _ t 1 t 2 ) (E9)K3 2
~4 6 3 +.! (T-to _
t 1 t 2 t 3 ) (EI0)= K4 2
f
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 )D. S
84 + 1 ~ T-to _ (Ell)= KS 2 .
Designating Eli as the bars force vector
to
t 1
BU
t 2 .
= I
t 3 1
t 4
t s 6xl
also, designating BL as the element deflections vector
BL ::::
Li 4
6 5 5xl
and calling C the independent terms vector
""'l
0.5 j
0.5
C 1.0...
1.5
2.0
2. 5 J 6xl
I 77 ~
(£12)
(E13)
(E14)
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The system of simultaneous equations El to Ell can be arranged in
where
0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.5
AA = 1.0 1.0 (E16)
1.5 2.0 1.0
2.0 3.0 2.0 1.0
2.5 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 6x6
matrix form as follows:
[ AA ABJBA BB (ElS)
.0
K "
1 K2 K3AB = (E17)K4 KS 6xS
where K
= K2 = K3 = K4 = 1.5 KS K1
-11k 1/k10
-11k l/k20
BA = -11k 1/k3 (E18)0
! -l/kO 1/k4
L-I/ko ~ IlkS 5x6
Matrix BB = I (EI9)
Solving for BU
[BD ] = [ AA - AB BA] -1 (E20)
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Once BU is known the stress in each bar can be calculated
and compared to the average stress.
The matrix program and solution using the discrete element
approach to determine the variation of longitudinal bar forces at
the end of the free slab in test beam CC-4F follows.
80.
Matrix Program for Discrete Element
Solution for Variation of Longitudinal
Bar Forces at End of Free Slab in Beam CC-4F
---·--·?~O"r;RA M-"~~ql A2 (INPUr;'O"UTPUT,-PlOT>, T APE1==!NPUT ,T APE2=-'
1fJ\JTPtJT, T ~ DE q 9= PLO T)
., .-_.~..,.._..' 'R E'a-[" AB''(b,'fj) ,. AA' (n, 5 ) ',A A'( tj ,'~ )~,'C"f~-;i-r·~~·n'··(6·; 5) ,··au f6 ,1 r .
1,STR.5(11,') ,C1PL T(11) ,STPPL T( 13) ,01(15,6) ,AV (5),
.- -2 ~ U~' ( 11 , f: )
1~01 FQQ~\T(5Fln.O)
. 1000"FOP,M~T(t=,Ftt].O)
R~~D(1,100n){(A~(I,J),J=1,6),I=1,6)
..' ,',~. ·'·~~-"R~ ,l\ Q ( i ~ ton t ) ( fA t3 (I , J) ,J': 1 , tj) , I:: 1 ; 6 )
REAO(l, 10flOl «B1(I,J) ,J=t,6} ,I=1,5)
,--, .. '.- ~ F A0 ( 1 , 1 0 0 n) (C' ( I , 1) , t =1 , ~ )
~f:A0 (1, 10(1 0) ( AV ( I) , 1=1, 6)
_....-'. -_. REAn' "c 1 ~ 1 no 0) " EC, A'L , T ,ANlJ, S ~ F:S-~-'-' ....-..... -.- .+- -
~K=(10.~~~·AL·T)/(24.·(1.+ANU)·S)
·,'" ...' ,-",-, ..····0'0 "'1'0"0; t =1·, '6' ", ,~. . -'. '. ,'" .-. --+- .. -' ... -- •• "---~~.•-_.".-"-_ ..... - ........ -,- '.'- ~" ... < .~,-_..••~.-~." , •
Of) 1n06 J=1,'j
"'t·o n6'-"·1\'8 (! ,J) :: I~ R(r ,J). AK'-' .. --.----.+..-.--~-~-.-------------.---~----. --.. ' '-. ,----.-~ - ,
C1=-.1
.. __.--.' ,,-_... _. 11 0 1 nOR" -K':: ·t· ,'1'1-"" ." . ---+~-~.__..+,-~~+.,-~---~---_._~ ....--.. ---.----.---+-'--..'- '"~--.-.....----
C1=r;1+.1
-----.."-f,l~K=a'L"~ ..ll'~~::.C'.1)'-7'(2-;·'.'cF.S.fP-~~ .. ._. . ~._ ......~__._r + __ 4 ••••• _. ...__ ....__ .~._~._+.
00 lfJ07 I=l.?
-.,.. -.-- ~- --.--.- 'bO --1 nrl?' J::: 1,6 .. , - ."'-' ..
1007 ~A(I,J)=91(T,J)·RK
... . .. C'A LL MULT (-l\ 8 , AA , 0 , fl' ,t; , 6") ~ - .- ..,---.. ._. -, --~- . .. .. --- ... .. _.. --,
CALL SUP(~~,O,8,5,6)
,. -·-,··.. ·,,·~·"'C~·LL My'NV (f), fi)
CALlt-AULTCO,C,RU,6,f,,1)
~.-. 0 0 1 0 O' g I =1 , F;
Rut~ (K, I) =111.1 (I)
. 100q·STq~(K,T)=8U(Il·1.7~/AV(I)
1008 CONTINU~
.. CA'l'L' O'UT{STRS,11',5)
GAll 0UT .< f1 UM, 11 , t) )
-C1T=--.1
00 1n10 t=1,11
--.'+- .. ---, ~1 T=~tT+.t
C1PLT(I)=G1T
--·f·o i f.f""-S·TP'pL·t· <' I) =S t R'S"t I'~ f) _.·.... c·e .. ~ •• _'~' .. ~.,_._.." •• " ••---~-,~._•• -_._>- •. "....,._.•+>._.--.~--- ... ' ".. -- .-. -- ...
CALL NAMr>LT
CALL "0 r K') ET ( ? ~' 0 , • 0 ; ~'2 ~5 .~- , 1 • 0 ;~.2')
CALL Q1KPlT (C1PlT,STRPLT,11,4H.C1·,39H¥STRESS ZtRO /
"t--- AV."-STR~S·S",32H.t$-SH~!\R LAG INCREAs'E COEFFICI·ENT·)
, CALL PLOT(1.,.O,-3)
'·~--_"·~~~_·t·!\L L-" ~E-N '6 P'L T' .' ~ ,,~~~.- --_ - _~-~~ -,._ -, ~. ~.,....' ". _. ,~._~"' ''''4~.·_~_ ••~_ -_.~.- -. • ' ,•..•
C.t\LL FXIT
--. .--. .- -~- -- '1: N[l .., .
T'a.nl'e'£l
Ratio of Actual Longitudinal Bar Stress to the
Average Longitudinal Bar Stress in Beam CC-4F for Variation
T
of Parameter C1 (Refer to Figs. l3c and 15c)
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12. NOMENCLATURE
A Area
AT Transformed area of the free slab
c
A Area of steel
s
Al Equivalent area of the free slab
A2 Area of the steel beam (Region 2)
B Defined in Appendix B
CI Coefficient of participation of the slab (Appendix A)
CT Coefficient of participation of a discrete element of slab1
E Modulus of elasticity of the free slab
c
G
Modulus of elasticity of the steel beam (Region 2)
Shear modulus of steel beam (Region 2)
Equivalent moment of inertia of the free slab
Equivalent moment of inertia of the free slab under loading m
Equivalent moment of inertia of the free slab under loading q
Moment of inertia of the steel beam (Region 2)
I 3 Moment of inertia of the composite beam (Region 3)
I 4 Moment of inertia of the composite beam (Region)
83.
84.
1 1 1
I 32
= 13 - 12
1 1 1
1 42
= 14 - 12
Ki Shearing stiffness of the free slab at point i
L Length
M Moment
M Bending moment originated under the load
o
M Bending moment at the position, of the last shear connectorq
P Load
P Initial yield loady
Q Shear Force
R Slip influence term (defined in Appendix B)
T Axial force in the slab
U Horizontal displacement
V Vertical displacement
b Distance between axis of the free slab and axis of the steel
beam (Regions 1 and 2)
b Width of the free slab
s
c Subscript for concrete
d Distance from center support to the point of zero moment
d' Distance from center support to the end of the free slab
ff
m
f q
h
k.
1
k
o
1
m
n
p
q
r
s
s.
1.
t
t.
1
85.
Flexibility
Flexibility due to m
Flexibility due to q
Stress range in 'the longitudinal reinforcement
Overall depth of the composite section
Axial stiffness of the reinforcing bars at point i
Axial stiffness of the reinforcing bars over the longitudinal
axis of the steel beam·
Distance between the inflection point and the first crack
Moment at the end of the free slab
Number of spaces between reinforcing bars in the discrete
element
Percentage of longitudinal steel in the free slab
Vertical shear force at the end of the free slab
Ratio of the perimeter of the reinforcing bars to the area
of concrete in the free slab
Subscript for steel
Bar spacing
Thickness of the free slab
Force in the reinforcing bars at point i
Force in the reinforcing_bars over the longitudinal axis of
the steel beam
Coefficient to define the position of the load (Fig. 3a)
d'/L
o·l
IJ y
86.
elongation of bar i
Deflection of the point of inflection - used in Figo 26
Difference between d and dfS8
In-plane displacement of the free slab at the point i
Deflection of the point of inflection at initial yield load
I 1/1 2
I 3/1 2
1 4/1 2
1 42/1 2
e Angular rotation at the inflection point
¢ Reduction factor
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87.
TABLE 1
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
A 0.61 0.89 1.02
r=0.026 r=0.036 r=O.048 r=O.054
0.8 SC-3S se-58 SC-78 SC-4S
0.44 BC-68 Be-8S
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT
IN THE UPPER LAYER OF THE "SLAB
A 0.61 0.89 1.02
1'=0.026 r=0'.036 r=O.048 1'=0.054
0.8 6#4 11#3 11#4 6#4
5#5
0.44 11#3 11#4
Note: For details of the placement of the longitu-
dinal reinforcement in 4 the upper layer of the
slab see Fig. 15c. All bars in the upper
layer were placed symmetrically with respect
to the steel beam as far as size and spacing
are concerned.
88.
TABLE 3
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF C1 AT
THE WORKING LOAD LEVEL
Beam C1 r P d t /d
SC-3S 0.59 0.026 0.61 0.80
SC-48 0.46 0.054 1.02 0.80
Be-58 0.77 . 0.036 0.61 0.80
SC-6S 0.52 0.036 0.61 0.44
SC-7S 0.75 0.048 0089 0.80
BC-8S 0.63 0.048 0.89 0.44
CC-3F 0.53 0.026 0.61 0.80
CC-4F 0.41 0.026 1.02 0.44
89.
TABLE 4
RATIO OF MAXIMUM REINFORCING BAR FORCE
TO AVERAGE REINFORCING BAR FORCE
AT THE END OF THE FREE SLAB
EXPERIMENTAL THEORETICAL
BEAM (1) ( 2) ( 3)
SC-3S 1(>11 .__ 1~20 I 1029
SCmQ 48 1~19 1@24 1.30
Be.... 58 1.73 1050 1064
SC-68 1.12 1~31 1.32
SC-7S 1.72 1046 1.70
8C.... 8S 1.26 1.12 1.20
CC-3F 10)35 1.21 1028
CC.... 4F 1.29 1.22 1.26
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